"How To" Suggestions on Selling
the UT Centennial Fund Story
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Sell Memorials.
Lift the sights of your prospect. Be familiar with the
opportunities for living tribute and have a suitable
unit to su ggest.

Let your enthusiasm show.
Never make a "hat-in-hand" presentation - there's
no ✓need for it. UT has served this community with
distinction for more than 100 years . Your work as a
volunteer is ind ispensable to the success of this
development program, and you have every reason
to be proud of your participation. Make a
positive approach .

Be sur.e the pledge card
Is properly filled in.
The amount of the subscription should be clearly
stated . Carefully note the method of payment and
make certain that the subscriber signs the
pledge card.

It's how you ask that counts.
In every case, have an adequate amount in mind
when you call on your prospect. You will want to

relate your prospect's giving abil ity to the great need
of our University.
t
Make it clear that no one presumes to fix his
subscription . Every interested person , however, will
welcome a suggestion as to the amount he should
pledge as his appropriate share in the campaign .
After you have told your story fully and with
enthusiasm, your prospect will respond adequately
to the cause you represent only if you ask
for enough .

Answer every question.
There are no secrets in this campaign . If you do not
have the answer make note of the question and
refer it to your Chairman or campa ign headquarters.
Then make sure that you give the prospect
the answer.

Don't hold back your good news.
Report your results right away. When a prospect has
signed his pledge card , let the Centennial Fund
Office know about it - and report it at the next
report meeting. Success breeds success, and yours
can help stimulate your fellow volunteers .

Attend all meetings.
As a volunteer in this Campaign , you should make
definite plans to attend all meetings scheduled
for your Division . Although few in number, these
report meetings are vital to victory. You 'll be able to
ask questions , benefit from the experience of others ,
and offer the inspiration of your own successes .

Don't be shy about asking for help.
When you need help, ask for it . The Chairman and
Captains of your Division are standing by to assist
you in any way possible. They will help you in
any area where you feel their help is needed . Feel
free , too , to call on the Centennial Fund office
for assistance .

Maintain your schedule.
The schedule of the Campaign has been set up to
complete our fund-raising effort as quickly as
reasonably possible . You are the key factor.
Every Campaign activity is inter-dependent - if you
fall behind, all succeeding activities face delay, too .
Complete your assignments on the scheduled date
and the Campaign will run smoothly. Delay on
your part throws sand in the gears .
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Know the facts.
Read the material you 've been given and know the
facts so that you can tell the UT Centenniai Fund
story with enthusiasm and clarity. Ask all questions
you must in order to get a crystal clear picture
of the campaign and the part you have in it.

You are your own first prospect.
Are you sold on the UT Centennial Fund program sufficiently sold to subscribe at the level which you
will ask your prospects to consider? If not, ask
questions .. . investigate the problems more
thoroughly . . . become convinced in your heart and
mind. Then make your own subscription, and
make it as generous as you can. Only then can you
influence others to match your own generosity.
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Don't delay ...
see them as soon as you can.
Conc~ntrate your earliest efforts on your best
prospects - those you know are favorable toward
the Campaign and who probably will be most
receptive . One encouraging successful call will lead
to others.

Don't telephone.
This job can't be done successfully by phone. Only
a face-to-face presentation will produce the results
needed to make the Campaign succeed . Telephone
only to make an appointment for a personal
interview. Otherwise you will invite inadequate
gifts, delays and refusals .

Your next prospects are important.
They should be those people you know are likely to
make subscriptions relatively as substantial as
your own. Learn something about them before you
approach them. There is a "right" person to call
on every prospect in this Campaign. Please be
certain that you are the right one to see each
prospect you select.

Don't leave the pledge card.
If the prospect wants to consider his gift, request a
definite appointment for your return call. A pledge
card left behind is usually consigned to the
waste basket. Keep the unsigned pledge card in
your pocket.

Keep your sights high.
You won 't insult your prospect by asking for the
maximum he is capable of giving . Be ready to
suggest an adequate amount - one in line with his
ability to give.

Take time to prepare your presentation.
Don't make it a hit-or-miss effort. In most cases , you
will know enough about your prospect to realize in
advance of your call which parts of the development
program will appeal particularly to him . Tailor
the emphasis of your approach to fit the prospect.

Don't be rushed.
The development program is big and complex. You
can 't explain it properly in just a few minutes . If a
prospect can see you for a " moment or two betwe en
appointments," ask him for a special appointment
with sufficient time to permit you to make a
complete presentation .

Schedule more than one appointment
when necessary.
Don 't limit yourself to a single interview. Top-level
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subscriptions can 't be obtained in one brief meeting,
as a rul e. Discuss the program on your first visit.
(Many highly successful volunteer sol icitors don't
even have the prospect's pledge card with them
on their first visit.) Ask the prospect to give
considered thought to his pledge and try to find a
way to subscribe the amount suggested for his
income level . Do not close the door to further
negotiation . Schedule a second meeting at which
you can answer further questions and present his
card to be signed.

Emphasize the extended payment period.
Rarely can a subscriber discharge his full
respon si bil ity in a single gift. The extended payment
peri od will permit him to increase his gift through
future income and take advantage of tax deductions
in each of four years .

Know the tax advantages.
Federal income tax laws encourage philanthropic
giving. Some donors also might want to enhance
their co ntribution by making an additional gift in the
form of a bequest , trust, property or life insurance .

